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·craine: China Out to ·Reg-ain Viet Land
By Marion Tomson
Staff Writer
Chinese do not view .their southward movement
in Viet Nam as aggression, says a FHS history professor.
._.
"They see their actions as part of a nationalistic
drive in the Far East-a struggle to regain territory that was formerly part of China," says Dr. Eugene Craine.
Crairie pointed out that the two Viet ·Nams were_
the provinces of Tonkin ·and Annam in the old Chinese Empire before being_ annexed by the French in _
the 1860's. The Asiatic nationalistic movement
started with the ·Russo-Japanese war
1904-1905.
"From this has evolved a struggle for supremacy
between the yellow and white ·races in Asia," Dr.
Craine asserts. "And the Chinese are in no hurry
to pro,·e their supremacy. Time is on their side.0 ·
Craine pointed out that, because it is a race
struggle, Russia made a mistake in her alignment
since Russians are members of the white race.
Both ·craine and Donald B. Slechta, associate
professor of political science, agree that retaliatory
air strikes by U. S. planes against North Viet Nam
are correct.
·
"These strikes will keep the Viet Cong off bal•
ance regarding our next move, 11• Slechta says.
"There are times when we. want the Communists
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In Dafe or Mate -- Men Want ·looks,
Women Choose PersonClity First
By Connie Cusick
Editorial Assistant
What do campus women want in
a date? "Personality." And in a
mate?
"Thoughtful ~understanding."
. .
Do campus men agree? Oh,
come now, they want " appearance"
first and "personality" second.
Sounds incompatible, but that's
what statistics indicated when 201
FHS men and women answered a
survey naming the most important
characteristics they look for in a
date a nd mate.
Ninety-eight females were queried: 42 freshmen, 23 sophomores,
22 juniors and 11 seniors. Of the
103 male students, 27 were freshmen, 28 were sophomores, 33 jun•
iors and 15 seniors. ·
Forty-six of the 98 women polled
mentioned "personality," but "appearance" came in a close second,
mentioned by 46 women. "Manners," (courtesy ) plays an important part in determining date-bait,
27 fem ales testified.
A perfect date would be "a person who is reasonably intelligent
to talk with and of utmost importance is understanding," one freshman girl suggested. "Ease in actions toward others is desirable
. . . " a senior f emale said. One
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senior female echoed the theme of
many when she mentioned "imagination when it comes to planning
things to do and places to go."
"Appearance" proved most significant to 77 of the 103 campus
males. A junior may have phrased
the - idea of many when he qualified this by adding, "relatively
cute, neat and clean . . . not necessarily beautiful." "Personality"
followed close behind, said 73 men,
and "intelligence" rated third,
mentioned by 24 of the male segment.
"I want someone who will go
out and raise a little hell and yet
has good morals," a freshman
male said. "Being sexy helps!" another fros h asserted. "One that
won't tell my wife!"was what a
junior Jooked for in a date. More
specific was the senior male who
cited "38·24-38" as requirements.
But what were they looking for
in a mate? "Thoughtful understanding" was mentioned 50 times,

Grad Student Shows Art

Jim Vandergriff, Dodge City
graduate student, has an exhibit of
ceramic pieces on display in the
Memorial Union lounge.
Vand~rgriff was a winner in the
recent Central Intercollegiate Conference Art Show.

e~dently phrasing the thoughts of
more than half the females • .''Personality" cropped up 30 times, and
"similar r e 1 i g i o u a conviction~"
were important to 20 girls.
A sophomore female voiced a familiar plea • • .• -"An . intelligent
Christian gentleman.~ "I look ·for
'obedience,' a junior female quipped. Or was she kidding? "I want
someone mature enough to assume
the responsibility of a wife and
children," a senior female assert-

ed.

"Appearance," which rated second in the fem ale's search for a
date, rated suprisingly low in the
search for a mate, mentioned by
only se\°en persons.
In looking for a mate, 62 of the
103 males- said "personality" was
important, while 59 declared "appearance" was a prominent characteristic. "Intelligence" proved
vital for 30 men. "Homemaking
ability" was mentioned by 11 obviously far-sighted males.
"I'd like my wife to have a .11ice
personality, be able to meet people
and know how to act in different
situations," a senior male said.
"I'd like for her to allow me to
make all major decisions, cook
we11-and breakfast in bed three
times a week," a junior vowed.
"I ho15e I never find one!" one
freshman male fervently remarked.

Blinded by Cancer

ALL THAT WAS BURNED was a mattress, a formal, a hair drier
and some- other personal clothing plus smoke damage in a fire at
Custer Hall Saturday afternoon. Drying clothes with a hair drier was
determined to be the cause of the fire. A Hays fireman sifts through
remains of bedding. See story page two.

Cost of Living Jacks
Campus Housing Fees
for a double bedroom unit. They
presently rent for $60 and $65.
Lewis Field housing_ will remain
the same.
Students residence halls will
jump from $325 to $350 beginning
Sept. 1.
Ed Johnson, housing director,
snid increased living costs was the
reason for the raise. FHS has al\'-:ays been behind in raising costs
nnd this is the first such increase
since 1962, when residence halls
fees went from $300 to $325.
"This puts us about on a par
with other state schools," Johnson
Braille, punching the proper com- said.
Bills are paid in Wooster Place,
binations into one side of a sheet with use of eled.ricity up to 140
of light cardboard and turning it kilowatts. Occupants who ~o over
over to read what h e has written.
"Brame iRn't really as hard as this limit usua lly have air-conditionert,, or several children, and
people think," he sayi;i, "although
more electricity.
reading Braille is !lomewhat slower u11eNew
contracts will be mailed to
than readinJ.t print." The whole al- t hose who ha ..·e already signed for
pha~t is hued upon a system of
housin ll next year.
111ix dot.11 arranged l'ertically in

Kansas Board of Regents last
week approved a raise in fees for
FHS residence halls and married
students housing.
Wooster Place, for married students, wlli r ent for $65 for a
single bedroom apartment and $70

Student Learns Despite Handicap
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North Viet Nam, the Chinese would also enter
directly with 'volunteers' as they did in Korea."
Craine has no doubt that the Chinese are willing
to accept another conflict as, occurrecl in Korea.
"They have already taken action by massing
Chinese troops near the China~North Viet Nam
border," he said. "This is to make it clear to the
U. S. not to mistake their intentions to .retaliate."
Slechta said Russia can also be expected to give
stepped-up material and moral · support. Re.cent
announcements by Russian Premier Kosygin affirm
this belief.
. "However there is little possibiiity of a direct
Soviet intervention;" Slechta says . . "The Russians
want to avoid a
S. and Russian confrontation
such as the Cuban missile crisis of 1962. And, the
U. S. does not want a direct confrontation with the
Soviets."
·
Is the U. S. justified in continuing the war to an
ultimate conclusion?
"That depends on what you mean by ultimate.''
Slechta replied. ''We may eventually have to ac•
. cept something less than we haYe stated we want/'
"We would like to see a viable democratic civil.
ian government in South Viet Nam, but we may· have
to accept somet hing less. Our ultimate desire is
to get out of Viet Nam, but at the ·s ame time to
maintain _the balance of power in Southeast Asia." .
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to know exactly what we will do next, but this is
not one of them."
Craine·agr.ees that we should stand by our commitments in South Viet Nam.
·
"But a policy of strikes as merely tit-for-tat is not good diplomacy," he aays. If -you are going to
intervene, then do just that."
Craine cited the Russian takeover of Hungary as
an example.
,
.
"Russia was being crtt;ici:,;ed, so they moved in
and suppressed the Hungarian revolt-like it or
not," Craine said. "The:, didn't fool around with
this wishy-washy business. When you move fast,
everyone knows you mean busine·ss and have the
strength to back it up."
"Settlement should either by handled by military
means or by diplomacy, but not both. _ President
Johnson, as any new president, bas a lot to learn
about U. S. diplomacy," Craine said.
What action will Red China take to counter the
U. S. and South Viet -Nam .air strikes?
The logical reaction would be increasing their
military aid.
"But the Chinese do not always act according
to logic," Slechta added. "There is some question
of whether they want a direct confrontation with the
U. S. as occurred in Korea in 1950-53~ But it is
possible that if the U. S. i~tervenes directly in

LEON BIBB. folk and balJad
sinrer, will be in concert at S
.6., p.m. Friday in Sheridan Collse:??.' um. He has toured ,Europe and
appeared in ..Annie Gt!t Your
Gun" and "Fliiht inu, Ecn,L"
'
Admission la fru with student
'
actl~ity tickets. Regular adml11
sion is $1.

By Ron FiKhli
Staff Writer
Almost totally blinded by a cancerous eye disease a t the age of
two, Han-ey Fisher, McDonald
freshm an, is determined to get a
college education in spite of his
handicap.
Fisher, now 20, displays remarkable mobility on campus, althoukb
he has only slight ";'"jsua l sensiti";'"jty
to light. He is able to distinguish
only faint outlines of large objects.
He tra~els with apparent ease
up and down stairs, from cluaroom
to classroom and from building to
building with the_ Jlld _o! his cane.
--You come to depend on your
other _senses. _1Jt1ch _u _hearlns.
much more when you lose YOGr
1"h1lon.'° Fi.Aber says.
"What little vision I have per-

mits me, I believe. to have some
conception of what the color red
looks like, but when people begin
talkin5? of blue, green, white and
other coloni, m; mind forms no
impression," he adds.
Methods of stud; employed by
Fisher markedly differ from those
of a student posses~dng sight. The;
helped him during- the first sem&ater to compile a 1.62 grade average !or 13 houn of classes.
Texts for his study come in the
form of r~ords from Recordin~
!or the Blind in New York, N. Y.
The firm wu eatabll.abed especia.11;
to pro-ride. tanbooks on record• !or
blind stadenta.

"When such reeordinp are not
available, 1 hire a reader," be explains.
Fi.a.her takes his c.ws not.ea in

pair!'.

The inst ructor!\ of Fisher's classes administe r the same tests t o
him that the other studenui take.
He answers the questions ornll, .
except for some essay questions
to which he types his answen.
Fisher baa &lso sol~ed the problem of gettini through the enrollment lines.
"I ~o through all the enrollment
(Continued to Pa~, 5 )

Grad Fees Deadline

All candidates for de~rtt" in

~b y !lhould pay " $10 1tradoation
(ee Mfore ~londay. plus additional

nettAAary.
Candidateta may pick up Applications at the Regl111trar·11 Of flee. and
pay at the Bnsnesis Office. A pptieation form11 are then returned u,
the Registrar's Of!ice.

fee,i If the~J11 bindlnit Is
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ASC Proposes
$400 a Year
For President

Clothing in Hair Dryer
Causes $250 Custer Fire
cracks around the door. This conSee editorial page 4
Clothes drying fo an electric tained the fire and prevented
hair dryer set fire to a mattress smoke damage to other parts of
.
)
· Saturday evening in a room in the the hall.
Miss Teter said the clothes hscf
north wing of Custer Hall.
.
Damage to the room, occupied been left in the hair dryer while.
by Diana Teter, Protection fresh-, she and her roommate went to dinman, and Janet Gregg, Smith Cen- ner. They were gone about ten
ter freshman, · was caused mostly minutes wnen the fire was discovby ·smoke. A mattress belonging ered.
Interviews with other residents
to the college and some personal
disclosed
tha:t drying clothes in
clothing belonging to the two girls
electric
hair
dryers is common
were destroyed.
practice
~mong
female residents. Damage was estimated to be
A warning about the use of hair
near $250. ·
The fire was discovered about dryers for this purpose is being
5:15 p.m. by Rosalie Sweat, Smith circulated to the residence halls, .
Center sophomore, who reported it according to Johnson. Other fire
to Custer housemother Mrs. Kate regulations_circulated by the .Housing ·Office include the holding of
Rawley:
Edward Johnson, student · hous- periodic 'fire drills and posting of
ing. director, ·said quick action by fire plans in the dormitories.
the residents of the hall prevented
the spread ot the fire.
Hays Fire Department was called in at 5:41 p.rn. and answered 3 Attend Church Meeting
Dean Stouffer, Dr. Harold Chowith one truck.
Upon discovery of the fire, the guill; and the Rev. Robert Goodson
girls and Mrs. Rawley closed the attended a meeting at West Minsroom and stuffed wet towels into ter in New Hampton recently. ·

All-Student Council Tuesday ·introduced an amendment to the
Constitution which, if passed, will
award the President of Associated
Students a yearly stipend of $400.
The proposal, .which in its present form will require passage by
ASC and approval by two-thirds of
the student body, was drafted by
Kent Leichliter, last year's student
body president, who graduated.
The amendment provides for installments each semester o'f ·s200.
Funds would come directly from
· the Business Office upon approval
by the comptroller and would not
affect ASC's budget.
. The amendment also provides
that if the student body president
refuses the money, it reverts to
the Business Office. If the president does not return for the spring
semester, the plan provides pay.· ment of the remaining $200 to the
vice-president, who then takes over
the top post.
The provision, if accepted, will
go into effect when the next student body president takes office,
which is traditionally during halftime of the Homecoming game
each fall.
In other ASC action, Student
Body President Roger Rupp suggested formation of an advisory
committee to him and named RichFEBRUARY LASS - Connie Guth, . Atwood freshman, rela3ted in
ard Herfman, Boulder, Colo., soph·spring-like· weather last week before a typical February blizzard hit
omore, chairman. The committee
the FHS campus with se,·ere temperatures Tuesday. .Miss Guth is a
and appointments were approved
Delta Zeta pledge. She says she hasn't selected a major yet and lists
by the Council.
sports as. one of her favorite interests.
·
This committee was prompted
h)· Harfman's letter to the editor,
published in the Feb. 18 edition of .
The Leader, which criticized ASC
actions.
. According to Rupp, the idea behind the committee is to channel
such criticism into a constructive
effort toward betterment of ASC,
Debate Coach Jim Costigan's
Washburn University and North- rather than to let it go undirected
charges broke even with three wins east Oklahoma took the top two and unheeded, and possibly destroy
and three losses at the California places, respectively, in the finals student confidence in the Council.
ASC Chairman Jean Oborny said
Institute of Technology computer Saturday night after winning over
that
the validity of signatures on
tourney Saturday.
FHS earlier in the day. "At least
the
Bill
on Elections petition has
we debated the top two teams in
not
been
confirmed. When signathe tourney," Costigan said.
tures
are
verified,
the election will
The team of Richard Scott and
be
authorized
and
held
in conjuncLarry Watkins defeated three of
tion
with
·the
spring
cheerleader
the four California teams in the
tourney but lost to the first two election, Oborny restated.
placers and Loyola of Los Angeles.
FHS was eliminated in the pre-

Debate Tearn Breaks Even,
·Hears Ranger 8 at Cal Tec~

Todar

liminary rounds.

4:30 p .m.
Deseret Club, Homestead
Room
8 p.m. - German Club, Prairie Room

All D11y -

Lobby

Friday
JRC voting, Memorial Union

11 :30 a.m. Facult:r Christian Fellow,hip line lunch, Prairie Room
12 :30 p.m. - SOC line lunch, Hom~tead

Room

7 :30 p.m. IRC and PeopJ~to-People
Dancinit Le!!t'Onl', A~tra Room : Hillel Club,
Hom'5tead Room
fl p.m. Pop Concert, Leon llibh, SheridRn Coli~ um

Saturday

c1a-

·11 :30 p.m. Leap W~k Daner, Blllck
Room
Triangular Herl, Kearney, Neb.
Sunday
7 :ao p .m. Union Mov~ . "GraPE"' of
Wrath," Gold Room
Monday
Noon - Shrma Alpha Eta, Prairie Room
3 ::JO p .m. Traffic Tribunal, Prairie
Room
, :30 p.m. - ~It.a S hnna Phi, Homeotead
Room
7 p.m. - SNEA, Smoky Hill Juiom
II p.m. Faculty R,ocital, Blit"ken •tAfY.
Sheridan Coll~m; P11nhellenic Council.
Sant.A Fe Rtiom
9 p .m. IFC, Prairi'! Room ; Summt!r
F rat . Ru11h Comrn .• Smoky Hill Room

T~y

Faculty Men line dinner. A~trR

6 p.m. -

Room
7 p .m . -- Phi AlphA 'J"MtA, Pralri" Rnom
; :30 p .m . Dame,, Club. flla r.k Room ;
Rod-to Club, Sant.a Fe Ro<im ; S iirma Alpha
Iota, Hnmr."U'9d Room ; Proiznm C,o.incil,
Ca'"' Irr Room

WN!n~ay

,; :30 p.m. -- Alph• Phi Om-,rR, l'rairl ..
Rnt,m

•

; p.m . Newman Cluh, '"'Id Rnom .
Youns: ~rat•. 51\ntJI F'" Room
7 :30 p.m. -

Tralhl Rl'l0ffl

Ec-onomlew and Bu.•ln- C l11h.

FHS won over East Los Angeles
College, Humboldt and Cerritos
College. · As exciting as participating in the meet was the FHS
team's opportunity to share the
Cal Tech Jet Propulsion Laboratory's r eports from the Ranger
Eight spacecraft, Costigan reported.
Excitement over the space vehicle's success certainly dominated
the Institute, he said, although he
felt it had no direct bearing on the
debate tournament activity.
Cal Tech, Costigan reports, has
iOO undergraduates, iOO graduate
students and 539 faculty members,
half of whom have post-doctoral
degrees. Six Nohel Prize \\;nners
are included on the fnC'ulty ns well
ns 35 members of the ~ational
Academy of Science.
To enter students mui.t be. in the
top one per c:ent of those taking
national collegiate entrance exam·
inations. About J ,500 pr~pective
11tude nts apply to Cal Tech annually. Of the~e. only 150 to 200 are
admitted. Raid Co!ltigan.
R.anJZer Eight was built in the

J et Propulsion Laboratories, one
of Cal Tech's o!!-campus facilities,
Costigan said.

Nearly Everything From

A

to
Can Be Found At

z

DUCKWALL'S
GO TO DUCKWALL'S FIRST

''WRANGLER" JEANS FOR MEN & WOMEN
NaYy, Tan, Black, Light Blue & .Green

-SPECIAL--

Grey Sweat Shirts $1.49

HAYS ARMY STORE
129 W. 10th

VARSITY
BARBER· SHOP
(Across from Post Office)

MA 4-99~7

Ad,·ertising Doesn't Cost, It Pays.

Career Opportunity
UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
VENEREAL DISEASE BRANCH -

COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CENTER

We are going to eradicate syphilis in_the United States.
~·e need people who want immediate Joh in,·oh·ement, interesting work. an outlet for
creath·e ideas. and an excellent opportunity for advancement.

We "'·ant to talk ""·ith abo,·e 1n-eraire !-enior students who are majoring in the followinp:
academic field,i:

BIOLOGY

HUMANITIES

POLITICAL SCIENCE

ENGLISH

LANGUAGES

SOCJAL SCIENCES

JOURNALIS~i

PHILOSOPHY

PSYCHOLOGY

ECONO~ncs

PUBLIC HEALTH

SOCIOLOGY

HISTORY

PUBLI C
AD~HNISTRA TIOS

~tATHE~ATICS

InterTiew11 for ~ay Graduatt>1'1 -...·ill be conducted on:

ll!/(ITC Ii. 11
Contact Your Placement Office To Arrange For An Inten;e-w
AS EQU AI. Elf PLOY~EST OPPORTUSITY

I

p,
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-Gals Have· 2 Days Hunlin' Left

Blickenstaff Will Present

Mae, Joe To Be Picked Saturday

Fort Hays State coeds have only
two days left to catch a man.
Leap· Week, when men and women switch roles, comes to an end
Saturday with the annual hop in
the Memorial Union Black and
Gold Room. The dance, played by
the Renegades, begins at 8 p.m.
Voting by ·those attending the
dance will end at 9 p.m.
·
International Re 1 at ions Club
sponsors the week's events along
with the Daisy Mae and Bearded
Joe contests.
Donned in the traditional costume .of Marryin' Sam will be Mac
Brenner, Wichita freshman, who
will marry any couple who wishes
to take the vows Dogpatch style.
Contestants for Daisy Mae and
Bearded Joe are:
Daisy Mae: Carol Springer,
sponsored by Custer Hall; Reta
Cooper, Tri Sigma; Jan Thurlow,
Agnew Hall; Bonnie Brandenburg,
Delta Zeta; Pat Ryan, .McMindc.:1
Hall; Diana Teter, Sigma Kappa;
Onie Grosshans, AXD; and Mary
Ford, Wiest Halt
Bearded Joe: Barry Abels, Sigma Tau Gamma; Lou Mannino, Phi
Sigma Epsilon; Tom Gotchall,
Delta Sigma Phi; Denny Adams,

Ptobation Issued
To Hays Student

Marryin' Sam . . . doin' his appointed duty.

AKL; Ken Dreiling, Sigma Phi
Epsilon, and Kenny Kent, McGrath
Hall.

10 Students Go To Model UN
Ten FHS students will be dele-

gates to the ~ourth annual Midwest

Model UN meeting in St. Louis
March 3-6.
The FHS students will represent the Republic of Ireland and
Yemen. Those representing Ireland
are Kay Holt, Liberal sophomore;
7'hris Conklin, Abilene junior; Lin-

,t;Moreland Has Forms
For Econ Act Jobs ·
Students interested in applying
for part-time jobs under the Economic Opportunities Act ~hould
contact Dr. W. D. Moreland, chairman of the FHS student aids committee, in Picken 206B for an interview appointment.
Jobs under the act, according to
Dr. Moreland, are open only to
those students who are in good
academic standing and who are
members of a low-income family.
Applicants'
qualifications
and
needs will be determined during the
interview.
A low-income family, as defined
in the act, is "a family whose basic needs exceed its means to satisfy them to such an extent that it
is unable to maintain a decent
standard of living or cannot be
reasonably expected to contribute
significantly to the educational expenses of the prospective student
in accordance with standards established by the Commissioner ( of
the act)."
Jobs open to FHS students under
the act include those at the Hays
city manager's office, old Fort
Hays, the FHS alumni and endowment associations and Lambda Iota
Tau, literary fraternity.
Dr. Moreland said there are still
openings for some typists and men
. to do manual labor.

da Boschowitzki, Ellis freshman;
Carol Karle, Holcomb freshman;
and Rod Clausen, Kinsley senior.
Representing Yemen are Jo Anne
Murphy, · Russell freshman; Judy
Sipe, Denver sophomore; Marilynn
Wilson, Great Bend junior; Kerry
Thalheim, Great Bend sophomore;
and Connie Anderson, Russell senior.
The students of both delegations
have been investigating the history
and political viewpoints of Ireland
and Yeman, to discover what positions these countries would take
on ~world affairs.
Current issues the delegates are
doing research on are: 1. Jorden
Valley Water Dispute. 2. The Cambodian question. 3. UN policy on
arrears in payment. 4. The question of a permanent UN armed
force.

Classified Ads

----------------

FOR SALE 1960 Remington
portable tpewriter. Call after 5
p.m. 4-2839.
(2t)
LOST - A pair of black, squareframed prescription sunglasses between men's gym and Coliseum, about 10:30 a.m. Friday.
-See Mary Mc},3eth, Coliseum 201.
FOR SALE 1955 Commodore
mobile home, 35x8, West 12th
Park, John Hoover.

Jim Hamblet, Hays senior, was
put in disciplinary probation . last
week by Student Court for driving
while intoxicated.
Hamblet was arrested on campus
Jan. 19 and tried in Hays city
court.
Disciplinary probation for Hamblet etnailed making a 1.5 grade
average :for the spring semester.
lf he does not do this ·his probationary status wil clontinue next
fall.
Since the city court restrictions
will no longer be in effect, added
restrictions may be added at the
discretion of the dean of men.
In city court Hamblet was fined
$100, received. a 120-day jail sentence which was suspended in favor of parole, · surrendered his
driver's license and ~is restricted
from going into any establishment
selling alcoholic beverages.

3 Students to Give Play
At Baptist Convention

. Kerry Lawrence, Hays junior;
Rebecca Lawrence, Ellis senior;
and Leland Rolfs, Hays freshman,
will present "Even the Hater/' by
Albert Johnson, to thedunsas Baptist Convention Ev an g e 1 i s mChristian Education Conference
March 1 at Augusta.
· The theme of the play is the
story of Cain and Abel. The Rev.
Myron R. Chartier, BSM minister,
directs the play.

STUDENTS' CHOICE
FOR
QUALITY PORTRAITS
Headquarters

For All
Photographic F.quipment

Ekey Studio
Finest of Photographs

It Pays To Advertise in The Leader

,

Nurses Receives Award
As Outstanding Student

Roma Riner, Scott City senior
nursing student, was chosen out,tanding senior woman at FHS by
fM,::e American Assn. of University
a·.:vomen ( AA UW) Tuesday night.
The awnrd is presented !or outstanding scholastic and leadership
qualities. Selections were made by
a committee of the AA UW.
Honorable mention went to Judy
Rindt, Herin~on senior, and Janice
~kham, Inman senior, also nun'?fng students. Since the; are presently in Denver, their awards were
presented in absentia.
Catherine Gentner of Marian
High School and Judith Haigler of
Hays High were honored !or their
outstandin~ scholastic standing-a.

Marvin Blickenstaff, assistant
professor of music, will present. a
piano recital at 8 p.m. Monday in
Sheridan Coliseum.
His numbers will include selections by Scarlatti, Beethoven, Atcherson, Chopin, and Bartok.
This may ·be the last recital ·in·
Hays for Blickenstaff who will
take -a leave of absence after this
summer to study in New York.

Winners will · be announced at
the dance.
Awards will be given for t.he
best dressed couple (hill style) and
the best dressed single man
and single woman.
The dance costs one dollar per
couple and 75 cents for stags.
IRC uses proceeds from the Leap
Week activities to finance a for- •
eign student.

for

!lini;rularly exeellent bar5rainA may be made
at C'ampus hook store"s "1pecial dollar sale"
on monda,. mar('h l. need we say more!

Faculty R~cital Monday
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Miss Volk to Discuss
Moliere on Novels Series
The English Department ' Lecture
Series, which was postponed has
been rescheduled ·for 8 ·p.m. Tuesday in the Memorial Union Gold
·
. Room.
Mary Ellen Volk, langu~ge instructor, will speak on Jean Moliere, a French comic dramatist ofo
the 17th century. The play to be
discussed is "The Wo11td-Be Gentleman."
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g
.
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(By the author of "R_ally_R?und the Flag, Boys!",

"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

IS EUROPE?

College life is such a busy one, what \\;th lea"!-ingtbe Ma.xixe,
attending public executions, and walking our cheetahs, that per. force we find ourselYes sometimes neglecting our studies. Therefore this column, normally a vehicle for innocent tomfoolery,
will occasionally forego leti~y_to offer a quick survey course in
one of the learned disciplines. Today, for an opener, we will discuss :\Iodern European History.
Stri~tly <lefined, Modem European History covers the history
of Europe from January 1, 1964, to the present. However, in
order to proYide employment for more teachers, the course hws
been moYed back to the Age of Pericles, or the Renaissance, aa
·it is better knonn as.
The single most important fact to remember abo~t Modern
European History is the emergence of Prussia.. As we all know,
Prussia was orip;inally called Russia. The ''P" was purchased
from Persia in 1874 for S24 and Manhattan Island. This later
became known as Guy Fawkes Day.
Persia ,,ithout a "P" was of course called Ersia. This so embarrassed the natives thnt they changed the name of the
country to Iran. This led to a rash of name changing. :Mesopotamia became Iraq, Schles";g-Holstein became Saxe-Coburg,
Bosnia-Herz~ovin~ became Cleveland. There was even talk
about changmg the name of stable old England, but it was forgotten when the little princes escaped from the Tower and inYcnted James ,vatt. This later became known as the Missouri
Compromise.

Only last tceek he im·ented the German short-haired pointer.
1Icanwhile Johann Gutenberg was quietly in\'enting the printing press, for which we may all be grateful, believe you me. ·why
~rateful'? I'll tell you why: Because \\;thout Gutenberg's in~·ention you would not have this newspaper to read and you IDJght
ncwr learn that Pcrsonna Stainless Steel Razor Blades n.rc now
nxailnblc in two varieties-the regular doubl~dge blade we
have all come to know and love, and the new Personna InjecunU\ade. Users of injector razors have grown morose in recent
vcars . even sullen, and who can blame them? How would you
feel ifyou were denied the speed and comfort and durability and
t rnth and beauty of Personna Stainless StPel shining? Not \'ery
joll\• I'll wuger! But injector shavers may now rejoice-indeed
all ;iu1vers mny-for whether you remove your whiskers regularly or injcctorly, there is a Perwnna blade for you-a Personna Stainless Steel Blade which "';n give you more luxury
shaves than Beep-Beep or any other brand you might name. If
by chance vou don't agree, the makers of Pcrsonna will gladly
buy you a pack of any brand you think is b<>ttcr.
Y<'il, fricncl-:, we may nll be grnteful to Johann Gutenberg for
inventing the means to spread this ~cat news a.bout Personna.
The next time you're in Frankfurt-am-~lain, why don't you
drop in and say thanks to :\tr. Gutenberg? He is elderly---108
years lo.st birthday-but still quite nctivc in his laboratory. Only
lo.st week he invented the Gennnn short-haired pointer .
But I digress. Returning to ~lodcrn European History, let
us now examine that enr-popular favorite, France.
France, as we all know, is di,;ded into ~,·cro.1 Departments.
There is the Police Department, the Fire Drpartment, the Ga.s
and Water Department, and the Hurcau of Weights and :'-lea.surcs. There is alro ~fodame Pompa.dour. hut that is a dirty story
and is taught only to ~aduate student..-..
Finally we tnkc up Italy-the newN=t Eurof"'Dn nstion. Italy
did not l~come n unifie<l stnte until 18-lSwhcn (~sribRJdi. Cavour,
and \ictor Emmanuel threw thrr.-e roins in the Tre._; Fountain.
Thi.'! lovely ~e-1.urc so enchanted all of Europe that ~lette.mich
trndf'd Pn.nnn to Tallcnancl for ~Ind Lud~ig of Bavaria. Then
everyhody waltzed tili dawn nn<i thf'n, tirt'<l but happy, th~y
cfarted the Thirty Yf'fll"R Wnr. Thi.<1 IAtn t.N-qme knnW'Tl 11_<1 Pitt
the YounKer.
Spaced~ not J-w'rmit m(' to t<'ll yuu any more about ~{odern
Eurof)('nn I-h-tory . Arf'n 't you j?\nd?

• • •

And aren't uou glad I/OU tried PPrMnnat Bind~· J'ou'll 1H
er,en gladder rrhen 1/0U tTJI the perfttt companion to Penonna:
neu, Burma ShaN~. It ,oak, ring, around anp other lath•rl
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Safety Rates First Move

LSU DistUrbed
At
Off-Camp.us
·
·
·

The way the ~uster Hall fire was handled.Saturday has.left us wondermg how far "red tape" or chain of com•
mand should go when uves and property are involved.
5·1
Fire was discovered in tlrn women's hall about 5:15
· ·
p.m. and head resident · Kate Rawley was immediately
(ACP) _ Louisiana state Uninotified. At 5 :41-nearly 25 minutes ·later-the Hays
_versity, Baton Rouge, La., ·has
Fire Department was called.
kindled a controversy concerning
What had happened in th_e meantime? Dean of Men
its off-campus apartment policy.
Bill Jellison and Housing Director Ed Johnson were called.
The administration of LSU long
Jellison said he would come over as quickly as possible.
ago burst forth with an edict barThree girls tried to use ajire extingui.'sber, but it was
ring women students from men•s
quite large. Two girls could hardly handle the extinguishoff-campus housing. Now it has
er and were not sure how to use it.
decided to tighten e~orcement.
As soon as Jellison arrived, he and Mrs. Rawley realWhat is wrong with the ruling?
ized the smoke and fire were too much for. them to handle
Plenty.
and the.fire department was called.
It is unenforceable-unless the
dean of women plans to station a
There is no specific rule concerning procedure ·in a
spy force around the University
fire, according to Jellison. ."It is question of judgment.
community. Secondly, vice and imIf the fire doesn't appear too severe, usually the dean of
morality are lingering things; they
men or women or.the hou~ing director is contacted first.
can be exercised ·in places other
If fire extinguishers will put it out, this·is encouraged,"
than apartments. And thirdly, the
he said.
rule. places in jeopardy those stu~ .
If 1·t's a ques t·ion of saf e t y, J e11·1son cont·1nued, of
dents who seek an apartment not
for sex but -merely for refuge.
course there should be no fooling around getting permisWhich leads to another question:
sion to call the fire department.
What is good about apartments?
The Leader completely agrees with .·h is last point.
Plenty.
· But who is an authority at judging fires? · Is there such
Crowded movie theaters, dingy
a thing as a safe fire? Are fire extinguishers furnished
bars and mess hall cuisine are
merely to satisfy regulations? These are some questions
splendid things. But they grow old
which linger with the smell of smoke. ·
with wear. Most people like to
The ·safety of lives and· property must be the first
occasionally to get away from it
all, select their company, try a
· consideration, even though those in responsible positions
home-cooked meal and settle down
should be notified immediately.
and take it easy.
We like our buildings at Fort Hays State. Let's put
We know, as well as the dean
the fires out.
knows, that there are those who

Hou· ng

Don't -Give Up Call

A project by the International Relations Club to telephone Adlai Stevenson at the UN or Sargent Shriver of
the Peace Corps has fallen through.
Both men sairl no--so the club has apparently given
up.

The Leader feels that the project was a fine one and
that the group should be commended for its efforts.
We realize that these men lead busy lives. However,
we do not think the project should be forgotten, but
should be passed to another organization and another
try be made.
·
The idea has a lot of merit in educational, good will
and world knowledge b~nefits. The opportunity is there
for any progressive takers.

'Students Should Know'

Ed·ict

opposition to change and do not
affect the entire student body in
some manner, then the ASC is
guilty.
Not one ASC member to my
kowledge has tried to keep the
election bill from going before the
student body. All, however, feel
that students should read the full
six pages of the bill be!o,;e accepting it. The ASC members read the
entire bill and came to these conclusions Nov. 3, 1964:
1. The turnover in students at
FHS approaches 50 per cent. This
means that out of 4,000 students
next year .we will have approximately 2,000 new ones.
2. There is a strong possibility

Check Charge Brings Howl
Dear Editor:
Recently the ~morial Union
board established a policy of charging five cents for each check cashed the Union information desk.
This policy has proved quite unpopular with most students using this
ser~ice.
Loud and long protesf..! have been
raised Crom all corners of the campus. Unfortnnatel;, howe:-e:,, our
"do-nothing ASC leadership has
chosen to i~ore these protests.
The ASC, if it were t<> troly represent the student bod; on this
is.sae. has t'Wo coa"es of action. at
its disposal. It could recall the Union boArd representative and instruct him to vote against such a
mea.aure. or it could appropriate
the money to establish the "check
fond" for which oar nickels are
Bappoaedly being used.
Tbe?money the ASC spends each
year ·&mes from student fees and
it is time that the ASC lu.denhip

did something for the entire student body with this money.
Apparently before we are ~oing
to get any good government out of
the present leadership, we need to
have an issue from which the ASC
leadership will receive some direct
benefit.
This leadership nppears t<> be
using the ASC as a sprin~ board
to further their own political ambitions. These actions of political
complacency must be stopped.
The way to do this is for the
student body to demand that their
representatives shrug off the present leadership, establish their own
form of leadership and take action.
Richard Harlmann
Boulder, Colo., sophomore
Dennis Leiker
Hays senior
John F. Stoskopf
Great Bend junior
Don Witte
Great Bend senior

,SAU)
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The Leader Reviews

Flamenco Is to Dance

·.what Jazz .Is ·to M·usic
Artistic expression is what Jose
Greco and his troupe of dancing
gypsies gave the FHS Artists and
L e ct u r e s Series . audience last
Thursday night-modern Flamenco expression in a tradition that is
as old as it is good.
Not everyone in the audience understood what Flamenco is all
about just as not everyone understands jazz, for . as Greco illustrated, "Flamenco is comparable to
American jazz in artistic expression...

In a post-show interview he said,
"In
Flamenco as in jazz, you have
hold more Freudian motives. But
the
freedom of expression
it is the opinion of the Daily Rev- and modern
wild
abandon.
It is a permaneille, LSU, Baton Rouge, that this
nent expression and nothing is regregulation will do little to squelch
imented."
these motives.
"You cannot absorb the full conThey further believe that until
the University learns it cannot leg- tent of what it means," he added.
islate morals, it is only imposing "In Spain Flamenco is traditional.
an unfair hardship on the less It has no vulgarity. It is as artistic as possible,'' he said.
illicit of mind.
"Flamen_co is _a part of the general culture of Spain," Greco explained. "It is more popular in the
P-t-P Elects Officers
South; however, there are also reBarbara weifel, Waldo junior, gional dances."
was elected president of People· to
It is doubtful whether many of
People at their meeting Tuesday the 1,200 in attendance at the Colievening.
seum understood the expression.
_Other officers elected are Nassar Applause broke into the numbers
Anissy, Tehran, Iran junior, and . as a rule rather than exception,
Margaret Schaeffer, Offerle junior. but in most instances it seemed
dutiful rather than spontaneous.
Greco himself was great. One
could easily see how he achieved
the recognition that he has. His
dancing partners, Maria Soto and

Rupp Upholds ASC Actions

Dear Editor:
Recent events involving the student council seem to need some
type of qualifying explanation. As
student body president I feel that
·the students of FHS have a right
to know why some of their elected
representatives have acted in the
manner in which they have.
It has been said that the ASC
or factions of it are opposed to .
change, and, further, that nothing
significant has been done for the
student body. If bills concerning
the handling of ASC funds and appointments to the student court and
transition in student government
(which have been passed by the
student council this year) show an

,· :t

that some of those ele<:ted in the
spring would not return to school.
3. Seniors would be allowed to
vote for student body officers even
though they would not be at FHS
the following year.
Even with these facts being as
they are, I feel quite certain that
no member of the ASC would not
want the student body to vote on
the bill if the students felt the
ASC had acted rashly in rejecting
this bill.
·
Here are a few interpretations
of the bill to consider:
1. Political parties will be
formed and they must present to
the ASC a copy of their constitutions and each political party
must present a petition bearing
the signatures of 15 per cent of the
number of students voting in the
last regular election for the office
of president of the Associated
Students.
2. Parties charged with violating any provisions of the bill
(which includes: posting political
advertisements, handbills, posters,
and other publicity on unofficial
bulletin boards; bribery for votes;
and, spending more than $100 per
school year) shall be tried before
the student court and, i! found
guilt;-, the minimum fine of S20,
and a maximum of $40 shall be
charged. Individuals found violating the bill by the student court
shall be fined a minimum of $6 and
a maximum of $10.
Onl; an extremely small portion
of the election bill has been CO'\"·
ered above. but I always appreciate
the opinion of all students and
copies of any and all bills J>Tesented to the ASC may be obt.ainoo
through my office.
Roger Rupp

Student Body President

Nana Lorca spellbound the audience.
Stealing the show, however, was ·
young Carmen Quintero, who with
her partner Justo Quintero, gave
life and spirit to the show with
their flirtations and teasing exchanges.
.
Not to be slighted was Antonio
Montoya as "El Farruco" who dazzled ·with patterns of rhythm and
physical agility.
El l\Iilionario, young and boyish,
seemed in a world of his own on
the stage and reveled in intricate
patterns. Somehow in one number
he slipped from Flamenco to
American mist to the delight .o f
the audience.
Carol de Los Reyes performed
with a noble feminine , air which
kept the audience from -~itting on
its hands.
And on and on one could go in
describing the array of perfonners. Each a star; each exhibiting
his own expression.
. Costumes for the performance•
were colorful and typically native.
One wondered at the grace and
ease in which Greco and his danc-.
ing partners maneuvered around
the cumbersome peacock-like trains
Miss Lorca and Miss Soto wore.
Possibly, had there been a better understanding of the culture
and the expression, this Kansas audience might have better enjoyed
the show. Anyway, Greco said the
audience was good as they are all
over, and in his parting shot he
said: "We had a hell ,of a good
time."-Jerry Demel.
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For Crowded Colleges:

'Race, Class, Power'

Aired on KFHS Forum

Junior College May
Solve the Problem
By Terry Reynolds
Editorial Assistant

5

"Race, Class and Power", by·Dr.
Raymond W. Mack of Northwestern University, will be broadcast
· at 6 p.m. today over KFHS.
This is the first program of the
College Author's Forum to be presented e•:ery Thursday.
· The program is "an attempt to
dispell some of the nonsense accepted in and the use of what we
know about social ·class in understanding · race relations." Other
areas covered wm be ·the influence
of increased contact of physically
different people and the dilemma
of acting on two mutually contradictory )jeliefs of our culture value ·
system.

college-age population and enrollment. According to the Population_
Reference Bureau; 3.7 million
America·ns reached age 17 in 1964.
This is a million more than in 1963
and ·- the number will continue to
increase. Four a ·half million students enrolled ·in colleges and universities in 1960 and predictions
indicate an enrollment of nine million by 1975.

. Community junior colleges may
· be the answer to some of· the problems facing higher education in
. Kansas today.
This was brought out in a study
of educational problems, recently
published by the Committee on Education of the 196:4 Kansas Legislative Council.
Only two states preceded Kansas
Creation of a state system of
in establishing public junior colpublic
junior colleges was _brought
leges. However, the report shows
that Kansas has not kept pace with into focus Monday when the Eduother states in providing adequate cation Committee of the Kansas
state support or developing diver- House voted to have a bill prepared and ·introduced. The bill will
sified junior ·college programs.
At present, Kansas has 15 pub- ~all for a plan of organization, co•
Hays & Russell
lic junior colJeges supported by ordination and development of com•
the county or city in which they munity junior colleges.
are located.
A state-wide system of public
The report showed that Kansas
junior colleges is the basis of the colleges and universities enrolled
solution the report suggests. This, 29,000 students ·in 1952 and 64,000
the reports 'says, would place at in 1963 . . Studies indicate a preleast two years of·post high school dicted erirollm$1.t of 120,000 by
education opportunities w ·i t hi n 1973.
.
commuting distance of all youth
_ The U. S. Department' of Labol'
in the state.
· states that four to five million .
Americans are P.resently unemployOpportunities Not Equal
ed whiJe four million jobs requirKansas presently does not offel' ing s~illed or educated personnel ·
~,..:equal educational opportunities, • go unfilled.
'
':t;•1i.
In
.
the
United
States,
post
high
the report charges. The western
HIS
CANE
.
.
.
partial
replacement
for Han·ey Fisher's eyes.
third of the state b'as only two school education has been tradi~
four-year colleges (FHS and St. tionally directed toward students
Mary of the Plains) and three pub- who are college bound. However,
• •
lic junior colleges ( Garden City, only 20 per cent of American youth
Exclusive Designs
actually
earn
a
college
degree.the
All indications say that Fisher
(Continued from Page 1)
Dodge City and Colby).
.
report
says,
and
greater
diversity
will
be
without
his
sight
for
the
Students living near·· universities,
Just For You
colleges or junior colleges have ad- of post ·high school education is lines with my dad, who helps me rest of his life. But, he accepts the
with
the
cards,"
he
explains.
needed.
fact
lightly
and
realistically
sayvantages. College attendance and
A loyal Tiger fan, Fisher at- mg,
.
"I' ve gotten used to my blindIncreased tuition charges are
distance from home to school have
tends
football
and
b
a
s
k
e
t
b
a
11
a close relationship, the report also a threat to college attendance, games. He a)so attends many of ness and know I just have to live
No Service or Carrying Charges
according to -the report. A recent
with it, and it really doesn't bother
shows.
the
programs
provided
by
the
colme."
Sixty-five per cent of high school survey of college and university lege lyceum.
costs
by
U.
S.
News
and
World
Regraduates in junior college towns
A Braille system of coin collecenroll in some post high school ed- port shows the annual per-student tion helps to occupy his leisure
ucational institution, compared to cost of education at $1,250 in hours. Friends help by locating the
the state average of about 50 per public-supported c o 11 e g e s and coins for him.
$2,300 in private institutions. The
cent.
Fisher, haYing already mastered
survey indicates a cost increase of
Braille,
entered the C o l o r a d o
about five per cent per year and
What Would Happen
School
for
the Blind in Colorado
According to the report, a state finances, like distance, is a chief Springs at the age of eight. He
system of public junior colleges factor in college attendance.
A state system of public junior received his high school diploma
can be expected to:
there, then remained home for 11
1. Place at least two years of colleges, in addition to providing a year before entering FHS.
solution
to
many
problems
through
post high school educational op"I tried to go to public school •
portunities within commuting dis- a diversified program of low-cost for a couple of years before entereducation, would be set up so that
tance of all youth in the state.
ing the Colorado school," he says,
2. Provide a curriculum respon- junior college credit could be trans- -"but just encountered too many
sive to community needs including ferred to state four-year institu- problems."
academic and pre-profesaional col- tions for those who want to work
Although he has made no deflege-level freshman and sophomore toward a degree.
inite -plans for the future, Fisher
courses and adult general educafeels that he may be interested in
tion for students seeking early em- 4-H Club to Meet Tonight doing social work, possibly for the
Platinum Baby Mocco
ployment.
Newly-formed Collegiate 4-H state.
3. Relieve the pressure of the Club will meet at 7 p.m. today in
"At any rate," he says, "I want
AA 6-10
enrollment explosion on four-year Picken Hall, Room 304 to adopt a to be self-sufficient--to hold a
state universities and colleges.
respectable
job
which
I
would
enpurpose and a constitution.
4. Reduce both the studenta'
Anyone interested is invited to joy. I guess that's what most peoand the state's cost of coJJege edu- attend.
ple strive for."
cation.
6. Raise the generally accepted
goal -of hf gh school graduation to
junior college graduation.
6. Provide opportunities for a
broader educational background or
!or development of specialized
skills and talents for adult.a who
want job retraining.
7. Establish a framework to
·provide for orderly transition of
existing junior colleges into the
new state system and for community junior colleges in the state to
(Across from Campus)
operate more efficiently.

Kuhn's .Jewelers

Student

Learns

•
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BARBER SHOP

Some of the Problems

MA 4-9929

Among thij problems faced by
higher education, according to the

Popcorn Lizard

report, are these:

An explosion hu occurred in

Also \Vhite
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Ready to Wear
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Alpha Gdms, Sig Eps Defend.
Oklah~ma City Trophies at Sing March l 0

FH Singers to

Group directors must be an acGreek Sing, an FHS tradition of
The Fort Hays Singers travel to
about 15 years, will be held at 8 tive or pledge of the fraternity or
Oklahoma City this week to perp.m. March 10 in Sheridan Coli- sorority they are leading.
form Monday for the opening sesCostume and dress, which will
seum.
sion of the Southwest Division
Entries in the annual affair are not be a factor in judging, will be
-Conference of the Music Educators expected ·from all seven fraternities left to individual organizations and
National Convention.
and five· sororities. Def ending their stage properties may be used.
Donald E. Stout, director of the · trophies will be last yenr's winSingers, says the group has been. ner's, Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
paid a high compliment by being and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
invited to perform, especially for
Trophies must be won three
the opening session.
consecutive years to be kept perThe Singers will give a 30-min- manently.
Each Greek - organization will
ute program of serious music, including ,madrigals from the Italian sing two songs, and may sing a
Renaissance period, ·Brahms" folk - third if it is a fraternity or sororsongs and- a group of seven num- ity number. The groups will be
709 Main
. hers_ called "Contemporary Madri- . scored by three judges selected by
gals from an Unknown Past," by Interiraternity and Panhellenic
Ned Rorem, who has set short po- co-qncils. Judges will not be affiliMA 4-4327
ated with any of the organizations
ems t9 contemporary tunes.
entered.
Making ·the trip will be Gail Cyr,
Glasco junior; Joe Dolezal, Cuba
senior; Eleanor Pool, Phillipsburg
senior; Gary Miller, Kensington
junior; Barbara Reese, Logan sen. ior; Janet Nelson, Hays senior;
Judy Br,e wer, Belleville senior;
Ron Lindberg, Sublette sophomore;
Jim Long, Hays senior; Kay Solomon, Zurich junior; Betty Converse; Pawnee Rock sophomore;
STRETCH PANTS ... for the look that's as
Connie Cody, Ozerlin junior; David
Bauer, Broughton sophomore; and
otd as Eve, as new as now! Just see yourself in our ShipMates
Morris Deewall, Coldwater sophocollection ..• slimming plaids, trimming pinchecks, authentic
more.

Rohr
Jewelry

FHS 8'VEETIIEARTS -

Joyce Super, Hill City, receives roses from
Jerry Ruttman, Memorial Union director, who crowned her as sweetheart queen. Watching is Terry Shoemaker, Hays, who was crowned
.king of Saturday night's annual Sweetheart Ball. Also looking on is
Phil Williams, Garden City. who acted as master of ceremonies. First
attendants were Andrew Johnson, Belleville, and Vae Jean Bowman,
Smith Center, and second attendants, Tamra Weigel, ·oakley, and Andrew Nelson, Tescott. The Glenn Miller orchestra, ·under the direction
of Ray l\lcKinley, played for the dance.

This

'I l'

1n Society
•

Sigma · Sigma Sigma will hold
initiation services for 16 girls Sunday in the 1\Iemorial Union.
· Tri Sigma pledges recently took
their sneak.
Sigma Alpha Iota pledges recently took a sneak. SAI is the na- .
tional music fraternity for women.
Alpha Gamma Delta elected the
following ne,v officers:

Chen·l Cain, Hny$ junior, pre:;iJent.; Jan•
et Powell, I:iberal junior, fir st vice-pre::ident:
Detty Converse, Paw·nce Rock sophomore,
~econd ,'ice-president: Pa m Kni~er, Nato·
ma junior, recordin;( !'ecretan·: Marilyn
Crabtrey, Great Bend sophomore, corresponding seneta.ry; Connie Cnsick, Minneola
sophomore, treasurer; Be,• Clna~, en, Newton
sophomore, activitie,i chairman: Barbara
Reese, LOl?an junior, altrui8tict chairman.
Susan Ridi:teway, Oberlin junior, chaplain:
Diana Dietz, Russell fre,,hman, international
editor: Virginia Swnnn, Russell ~ophomoTe,
Panhellenic delei::ate; Bev Schmitt, Den\·er
junior. rush chairman : Barbara Hand, Liberal sophomore, social chairman: Grace Hurlahe, Sterling freshman, intramural chairman: Janet Nelson, Hays junior, !'-Ong leadu; Naomi Sheets, La• Vel,(as Fophomore.
out-of•hou•e representative: and Jennifer
Fielder, WaKeeney freshman, ple<lge liason.

Sigma Tau Gamma recently
tivated 10 men. They are:

ac-

Gary Kisner, Great Ile.nil sophomore; Tom

Placement Dates
Thursday and Friday-Robert E.
Shanks of the Anaheim City School
District, Calif., will interview students interested in teaching kindergarten through·the sixth grades
Thursday from 1 to 5 p.m. and Frida:r from 8 a.m. to noon.
Monday and Tuesday - Forrest
Long of the Rural Electrification
Administration of Wichita will in~
terview accounting majors · with
24 or more hours Monday from 1
to 5 p.m. and Tuesday from 8 a.m .
to 5 p.m.

McGavran, Ada sophomore; Tom St>renkel,
Quinter junior ; Clair Carlisle, Coldwater
sophomore: Gary Lindsay, Protection lresh·man : Gabriel Buser, Cawker City sophomore: Tom Bullock, Jetmore sophomore:
Tom Gardiner, Garden City freshman: and
Jerry Van Donge, Goodland sophomore.

SALE

Complete Stock Of

Stereo, Hi-Fi and LP Records

20% DISCOUNT_

Ii

QI.cay,
~rgeant ..
Fill me iri !

looks like an

\

SAMMY'S
First Door South of Farmers State Bank

NO\V UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Co-ed Beauty Salon
Shirley Gill, manager
SPECIAL TO FACULTY WIVES AND WOMEN FACULTY

FREE shampoo and set
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
Three Operators Ready To s~r,·e You

That's The COED BEAUTY SALON

clLt'1Sillagt$hop

702 Park Street

Thur!-day-The Kansas Social
Welfare Office will interview any
Liberal Arts candidates-seniors
or underclassmen for Social V,·orkin~s.

acciderit,Chier.
tis 1 see it,
Oun-~ sat Of'l the
~.ait ... he had a
great +'all ...

_only 79c

Records

Wednesday - The Livermore,
Calif., schools need elementary and
junior high teachers, special educators for the severely mentally retarded and n teacher for the educationally handicapped.

gorl'

•

Large Selection of Stereo and ID-Fi

Tuesday and Wednesday-Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., will
intervie,v majors in business, accountinJr, marketing and political
science to fill management positions.

.j

Advertisin,t Doesn't Cost. It Pays.

twill, Aspen textures ... and all figured.. to flatter you! Beautifully
tailored and made more versatile than ever now with detachable
snap- in, snap-out stirrups! · Proportioned for perfection fit . ,

.Just Enst of the Campus

we called in

all the lling's
horse!> arid all
King's mer, •

for

ladtts

••• '4 Jith obYious

results!

c~ incomrtent
lot!
~,,,,,.,,,, ... this is
interesting ..•

mean ...?~!

All Tracks In Hays
l~ad To The

Varsity Bow-1
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Prometheans Top IM Keglers;
Cage ·squads To . Vie for Title
Promethean keglers swept the
Dave ·Ingersoll provided the Pro. Greek bowling league title Thurs- methean fireworks against the Phi
day, handing the Delta. Sigs a 4-0 Sigs with a 203 game. Winning
setback to clinch the championship margins were 644-632, 757-632 and
with a 21-3 record.
748-640 for a total ,219-pin advantThe Prometheans won by mar- age.
gins of 778-742, 801-739 and 714Finishing behind the Prometbe713 in winning the entire match by ans were the TKEs and Delta Sigs,
119 pins. Tom Smith posted the who tied for second. Next came the
hi-ten with a 186. .
· Sig Taus, AKLs, Sig Eps and the
Continuing their winning ways .. Phi Sigs.
Winners in all but one IM basTuesday, the Promethean bowlers
swept another four-game series ketball league have been decided.
from the Phi Sigs to pad their win- The Organization 'B' league title
ning margin.
boils down to a contest between the
Tne AKLs contributed to the AKLs and Delta Sigs.
Promethean cause by eliminating
The intramural basketball· tourthe Delta Sigs from the title chase, nament to determine the all-school
defeating them 4-0 while lowering champion begins Monday. Squads
the Delta Sig mark to 14-10.
already snaring titles are: P.A.
REMEMBER ME? - When Kearney (Neb.) State meets FHS Saturday in their indoor triangular meet, the Antelopes will have cause to
remember Tiger thinclad Larry Pickering. . He anchored FHS's 880
relay, coming ,from behind 15 yards in winning the final event to gh·e
the Bengals a 75-67 dual victory o,·er Kearney earlier this year.

Thinclads Return To Action
At Kearney lndo.or Triangular

~-

After taking a week's rest, will once again come down to the
FHS' thinclads resume action at . three relays for the final results."
Kearney (Neb.) State in a trianNext action for the Tigers will
gular me.et with the Antelopes and be the CIC Indoor Championships
South Dakota University at 1 p.m. at Omaha. "We're going to have to
Saturday.
be at our best to win the CIC,"
Two weeks ago the Bengals said .Francis. "We could finish
_squeaked past Kearney on the last third or win it. Pittsburg State has
stride of the final event in a dual a fine · team and Emporia State is
meet. Coach Alex Francis feels "it the defending ·NAIA champion."
Cecil Johnson, Lynn Havel, Tom
Kindsvater and Roy Washington
are all nursing injuries and mar
not make the Kearney trip.
Tentative entries at Kearney:
Broad jump - Lonny Antrim,
Darrell Dodge, Ron Morel.
High jump - Bob Schmidt, Rod
· Williams, Dodge.
Pole vault - Bob Johnson, Dan
Scott, Lonnie Kent, Craig Thomas,
Jerry Maska, Keith Riley.
Shot put - Bernie Blevins, Larry Flint.
.
Mile - John Mason, Don Lakin,
Lowell Smith.
.
440 - Jerry Katz, Jack Harms,
Riley Rankin.
75 - Bob Newsom, Morel, Antrim, James Alexander, Larry Pickering .
.75 high hurdles - Leon Schneider, Bob Partridge, lgnacy Justyna.
880 - Katz, Harms, Dwight Gillespie, David Brookshire, Joe Twyman.
220 - Pickering, Newsonm, Alexander.
75 low hurdles - Schneider, Morel, Partridge, Justyna.
2-milE! Lakin, Charlie Rose,
Jerry Hertel.
2-mile relay Smith, Neil
Cleaves, Gillespie, Mason.
Mile relay Harms, Rankin,
Brookshire, Katz.
880 relay - Morel, Alexander,
Newsom, Pickering.

America's
favorite
fun pants ...

Steelers, red league; Sherwood
Forest, white; Fastbacks and Beavers, green; Lakers, black; Newman Club, and Cruisers, blue; Goal .
tenders, orange; and Sig Ep, organizational.

,v

One Man •.•
Three
omen •••
One Night •••

Tigers Take 12-3 Mark
To Texas Wrestling Meet
Fort Hays State's grapplers
journey to Longview, Tex., Saturday for a four-team meet with host
LeTourneau College W,illiam Jew-_
ell and Texas University.
Coach Dave Winter's wrestlers
carry a 12-3' dual record into the
three meets which start at 1, 3 :30
and 7p.m., respectively. Next action
for the Tigers is a quadrangular
at Warrensburg, Mo., with host
Central Missouri State, North-

FHS Gymnasts'
Jaunt Tuesday

western Missouri State and Washington University at St. Louis on
March 6.
·
"We're glad to get back into action after a week layoff," reported
Coach Winter. He added, "These
quadrangulars give th~ boys lots
of experience and help prepare the
squad for the nationals later in
March."
"Northwestern Missouri State is
about the best team in this area
and should be very tough," Winter
said.

SUN. 1:00 - 3:22 - 5::i5 - 8:07
Week Days 7 :45
ST ARTS SUNDAY

Phone MA 4-4567

Snowed Out

Old man winter put his two
cents worth in, causing Tuesday's
cancellation of a double dual gymnastic meet against Southwestern
Oklahoma of Alva and Kansas
State on the Oklahoma floor.
The meet will not be rescheduled, according to Coach Ed McNeil,
who said the Tiger schedule is filled for the remainder of the season.
Next action slated for the Bengals will be Friday when they challenge Kansas University at Lawrence in an afternoon meet.
Saturday, the Tigers will meet
K-State and Central Missouri of
Warrensburg in a double dual at
Manhattan. This will be the first
contest against the Missouri team
in FHS's gymnastics.
Concerning the upcoming contesui, McNeil commented, "We
have a good chance to win all the
meets this weekend, with KU probably being the toughest one."
In action last year the Tigers
split v.;th the University team,
winning on Bengal grounds and
losing at Lawrence.
To date the team has a four winfive loss record.

THE SAFE· WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants

NoDoz™ keeps you mentally makes you feel drowsy while
alert with the as.me safe re- studying, working or driving,
fresher found in coffee. Yet do as millions do ••• perk up
NoDoz is faster, handier, more with safe, effective NoDoz
reliable. Absolutely not habit- Keep Alert Tablets.
forming. Next time monotonv Another fine product of linan La!lorator1t1.

Alih
.4
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/"ti

~-•: :'

":§'
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CO)IPLETE SERVlCE FACILITIES AT

Ben Dreiling Mot.ors
125 East 12th

HAYS, KA.J.~SAS
Central Kansas Power Company

MA 4-6811

Clawed and Scalped, Bengals Face WU

Coach Cade Suran

* * * *
3 Seniqrs,

Ca.de Suran
End · Careers
* * * *

Coach Cade Suran will seek his
264th and last cage victory at 7:30
. p.m. ·tonight, closing a 19-year
coaching career against Washburn
University at Sheridan Coliseum
in the season finale.
Suran, who is stepping into the
post of FHS athletic director,
leaves the reins to . Dodge City junior college coach Chuck Brehm.
Bowing out with Suran are sen- ·
iors Dick Schur, Jude Gerstner and
Bill Royer. Schur was second team
all-CIC choice last season and
Gerstner ranks fourth in Bengal
scoring this season with a 7.1 aver• _
age; Royer and Gerstner were reserves on 1963's fourth-ranked
NAIA Tiger squad.
.
In Washburn, the Tigers will be-·
facing a team that downed .them,
95-75, in an earlier contest this
season at Topeka. W a sh b u r n
stands 4-3 in CIC activity and FHS
has recorded a 3-4 mark.
Coach Norman Short, in his
fifth season as coach, needs a victory to guarantee a second place
tie with ' Omaha University. The
Indians, also 4-3, are at Emporia
for the conference wrap up tonight.
The Blues might be gunning to
avenge Tuesday's surprise upset by
Jowly Emporia. State. The Hornets, posting a 1-6 mark, edged
Washburn 75-68.
Washburn's floor leader is senior guard Ken Hendrix. An allCIC choice last season, the proven
performer netted 15 points in the
initial FHS-Washburn encounter.
Two year letterman Ron Ford
is ,vashburn's scoring ace. Ford,
ranked in· the top 10 indviidual
CIC scorers, poured in 22 points
earlier against the Bengals. · Greg
Gill, 6-6 center is seekin·g his
fourth letter with the Ichabods.
Gill has received the nod at the
pivot for the past two seasons.
Sophomore Denny Douglas provided the only consistent scoring
attack against Emporia, coming
off the bench to mesh 20 points.

* *

·Dick Schur

Any Tiger shopes of sharing the
CIC cage cro\\"tl were snuffed out
Saturday night at Omaha, as the
Indians squeezed past FHS 58·57.
The Tigers.' defeat dropped their
CIC record to 3-4, while Omaha advenced to 4-3. Meanwhile Pittsburg, with a completed 6-2 CIC
slate, waltzed into the conference
throne by virtue of a 8-1-56 smash·
ing over E-State.
Both squads Wt!re whistled for
only 16 infractions, eight against

K-Club Meeting on FCA

K-Club hopes to form a campus
affiliation of the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, according to
president Dave Jones.
A meeting is slated for i p.m.
Wednesday in Room 209 in Sheridan Coliseum. Anyone interested
is invited. K-Club plans to sho,..,· n
film and have n speaker.

each team, during Saturday's ragged contest. Coach Cade Suran's
charges committed 19 crucial mis- ·
cues, with five occuring in the late
stages of the game.
The l~ad in the nip and tuck battle reveJ:"sed hands 13 times and ·
the score was knotted at three intervals.
.
Indian forward Jim Vincent supplied the final margin of difference by nailing a charity toss with
37 seconds remaining. Seconds later, with FHS trailing 58-55, Tiger captain Johnnie Locke swished
the cords to cut Omaha's lead to
58-57 and end all scoring.
Senior forward Richard Schur
topped FHS scorers with 17 points,
including seven caroms. Rebounding honors went to center Cleat
Doyel and forward Jude Gerstner
with 13 each. Doyel also flipped
in 11 counters.
Providing the bulk of Omaha's
attack was 6-7 center Larry Villno,,·, who scored 18 points. Forward Bill Haas hauled down 11 rebounds, top mark for the Indians.

... TJIE

----------------------------SMITH-CORONA

e
e
•

FHS's cage mark lowered to 813, as the Tigers received a double
jolt against St. Benedict's and Omaha on the road last weekend.
St. Benedict's highly-perched
Ra,·ens defeated FHS 86-79 Monday night at Atchison. On Saturday e\'ening the Tigers were edged
58-57 by CIC foe Omaha University.
·
Although FHS exhibited its best
shooting this season, St. Benedict's
curtailed the number of Bengals
shots to emerge victors. FHS connected for a sizzling 60.4 average.
Yet the Ravens, hitting at a 53.5
pace, were able to garner 19 addi~
tional shots.
FHS also held a 36-35 edge in ·
rebounds and outshot the Ravens
from the free thro,,· line 75 per
cent to 62.5.

CIC Cage Glance
STANDINGS
CIC
W
L
l'ittBburi: State ··-· 6
2

Seuon
W
L
l :l
12
10
/I
-8

9
9
12
13
15

Wa..hburn ···-- ··· -l
3
Omaha
··- ··---- · .\
3
FHS
··- ·-·····-· 3 . 4
Emporin State • • •• 1
6
GAMES THIS WEEK
Thursda>' - Wll!lhburn at FHS; Omaha at

e
e
·e

Portable typewriters
Electric portable

Classic 12

Sterling

Easy terms
Trade-ins accepted

Markwell. Stationery
Co.
.

FORT HAYS STATE (5i) - Schur 8-1-3;
Gerstner 4·0-0 : Doyel 4.3.0: Locke 6·1-1 :
Maska 0-0-0: Billinger l·0·0; Strait 0.0-0;
Ehrlich 2·2·4.
Total~·: 25·i-8.
OMAHA UNIVERSITY (58) - Vincent .!.1·0 · Haas 5.0-3 ; _Villnow 9-0-2: Meyers, C.
3.0.2: Myers, J. ;.1.0; Osterhaus 2--0-1;
Wade 0-0•0.
To~ls: 28-2-8.
H3lf•time ~core: Omaha 33, ... .Fort Han
St.itE• 30.
.
·

Zenith Radios s
TV ,·Stereos
Zenith Transistor Radios

$16.95 and up

Zenith Clock Radios ............................ $19.95 and up
Zenith 12" Portable TV's .............. _.. $119.95 and up
· Zenith 16" Portable TV's ... :......... ..... $139.95 and up
Zenith 19" Portable TV's ...........: ......'$149.95 and up
PORTABLE STEREOS from $69.95 up
TAPE RECORDERS

from $49.95 up

Hays Music Co., Inc.

710 Main

MA 4-3418

Emporia.

RESl'LTS LAST WEEK
Pitt.l!burg ~. Emooria 56: Omnha 5~.
FHS Si; St. Ben~ict's i0. Washburn 6-t;
Omaha 72, I!.ockhurst i0; St. Den~ict's !!6,
FHS 79.
CIC SCOR[SG LEADERS
Singleton. OU, 19.3; Smith, ES, 18.7;
Chroui<t. Pitt, 18. -l: Meadows, Pitt, 18.-4;
Gold~mith, ES. 16.2: Ford, WU, 15.7; D<nel.
FHS. 14.1: Hibbard. WU, 12.-1; Hendrix,
WU 12.2: Villnow, OU, 12.1.
CIC REBOt ;l',DISG LEADERS
Gold,;mlth. ES. 11 .23; Chroust, Pitt, 11.181;
S:nith. Es, 11 .0; Sing:leton, OU, 10.l; Ford,
WU. 9 .i; Eni;rland, Pitt, 9.-1: Vlllnow. OU,
!1.2: !',;el"°n, WU, S.Sfi; Do:rel. nIS, 8.!15;
F.dwar(l~ ES. fi .7.

PIZZAIJUI
••I

Jude Gerstner

The home team jumped to a -6-0 points back on several occasions. ·
Doyel, the Tigers' junior center,
lead on three field goals by freshman forward Darryl Jones in the was the top scorer on the court
first 1:05 of play. FHS caught up • with 28 points. He got double-figand held its only lead at 9-8 on a
ure support from captain Johnnie
set shot by Bill Strait with 14:06 Locke .who scored 17, and Billinger
left in the half.
who contributed 11.
FORT HAYS STA.TB (79) - Locke 7-3.3;
St. Benedict's moved on to a 25- Strait
4-1-3; Doyel . 1~2: Huka S.0-2;
19 lead before field goals · by Al Billinger 4·3-1 ; Gerat11er 2-0-2 ; Schur 2·0-0.
Totals: 82-16-18.
Billinger, Cleat Doyel and Strait
ST. BENEDICI"S (86) - D~an 'l-0-1:
evened the count at 25-25.
Jones 12·2-5; Hare li~3-2: Schueria,r 6-1-3;
s-o-a·: Brull&'ardt 1-1-4; Pratt 2-1-2:
The Ravens grabbed a 46-38 lead Weber
Glore 2-2-0: DeGreet 0-0-0.
·
Totals: 88-10-20.
at half time. The closest t~ Tigers
Hal(.time score: St. Benedict's .(6, Fort
came after intermission was six Hays state as.
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Bloodmobile on Campo~ will
9 a.m. - 2 :30 p.m. Friday
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